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Holiday movies

ACCM reviewers have been reviewing the
movies which will be showing in cinemas
during the coming school holidays.
So far there are only two G rated movies.
Our reviewer found one of these, Adventures
in Zambezia, too scary for under 5s and
suggests parental guidance for 5-8s because
of scary scenes. Return to Nim’s Island hasn’t
been reviewed yet, but it is interesting to
note that despite giving it a G rating, the
Australian Classification Board has added
the advice line “Very mild violence” which
suggests that the film is not likely to be
suitable for young children.
Two PG rated movies, Escape to Planet
Earth and The Croods were both found
by our reviewers to be too disturbing for
young children, with parental guidance
recommended for children up to at least 10
because of violent and scary scenes.
Several M rated movies are likely to attract
children during the holidays. Boys who
are fans of G.I. Joe action figures might
think that G.I. Joe Retaliation looks like the
movie for them, so be warned that the
M rating is well deserved. Our reviewer
found it definitely unsuitable for under 13s
and strongly urged parental guidance for
the 13-15 age group because of violence,
disturbing scenes and sexual references.
Similarly, Jack the Giant Slayer may be
based on a fairytale with which children
are familiar but the M rated film contains
violent and disturbing scenes which make
it too scary for under 13s and some 13-15
year olds.
The Host, based on a book written by
Stephenie Meyer, the author of the Twilight
Saga, and featuring attractive young stars,
is likely to attract girls, but parents should
be aware that it is based on adult fiction
and our reviewer found that it deserves the
M rating - featuring violence, disturbing
scenes and themes, and sexual references
which make it unsuitable for young
children and tweens.
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reviews of G and PG rated movies can
be found in the Kidzone section of
the ACCM website at
http://childrenandmedia.org.au/
kidzone/kidzone-movie-reviews.

US hearings on causes of youth
violence

In the wake of the Newtown school shootings, the US Congress has been looking
more widely at the causes of youth violence.
Prof Brad Bushman of Ohio State University gave testimony to the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and
Related Agencies (Committee on Appropriations) on March 19. Prof Bushman has
been researching the causes of aggressive
and violent behavior for almost 30 years,
has published over 130 articles in peerreviewed journals and conducted over 50
studies on violent media effects.
Prof Bushman was presenting the findings
of a National Science Foundation committee especially convened on Feb 1 and
2 to find out what researchers know and
don’t know about the connection between
exposure to media violence and youth
violence, and other factors that contribute
to these devastating events. Committee
members had expertise in media, communication, rampage shootings, adolescent
development, gun policy and law. Their
report has been published under the title
Youth violence: What we need to know.
In summarising the media violence
section of the report, Prof Bushman said

STOP PRESS
Reforms to the National
Classification System
Minister for Home Affairs Jason Clare
has announced that he will introduce
the first stage of reforms to the National
Classification System into Parliament
during the winter session. State and
Territory Ministers agreed to the changes
at their meeting in Darwin on April 4.
For the full media release and more
details see:
www.ministerhomeaffairs.gov.au
that when rampage shootings occur, “people want to identify “the” cause, but there
is no single cause .... Even a three-pronged
approach, with a focus on guns, mental
health, and violent media, is insufficient...
Violent behavior is very complex and is determined by numerous factors, often acting
together.
In discussing the outcomes from media
violence studies, Dr Bushman said “There
is no way to ethically run experiments
that see if playing a violent game like Call
of Duty can push a person into violence,
but that doesn’t mean we are left without evidence. We know that video game
violence is correlated with violence just
as smoking is correlated with lung cancer. The most comprehensive review of
violent video game effects to date included 381 effects from 136 research reports
involving over 130,000 participants from
...........continued on P2

We are pleased to offer you the opportunity to purchase
Steve Biddulph’s latest book, and support ACCM at
the same time.
Raising Girls:
From babyhood to womanhood - helping your
daughter to grow up wise, warm and strong

Full reviews of all these movies can be
found on our website at:
http://childrenandmedia.org.au/moviereviews.

Paperback - $24.00 including GST and Delivery in
Australia

For children who would like to make their
own decisions about movies, modified
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Media reporting of an article in the recent Archives
of Disease in Childhood illustrates well the many
problems with coverage of scientific studies in
popular press.
The study “Do television and electronic games predict
children’s psychosocial adjustment? Longitudinal
research using the UK Millennium Cohort Study “
noted that existing research showed that:
• High screen time has been linked with
behavioural and emotional problems in
children
• Most longitudinal studies have focused on
television and almost all have been conducted
in North America
• Few studies have examined TV and electronic
games separately to see whether they have
similar effects
What this study added was that:
• Watching TV for 3 h or more daily at 5 years
predicted increasing conduct problems between
the ages of 5 years and 7 years.
• No effects of TV at 5 years were found on
hyperactivity/inattention, emotional symptoms,
peer relationship problems or prosocial
behaviour.
• Playing electronic games at 5 years was not
associated with increased risk of problems. (but
noted that time spent game playing at this age
was low in comparison to TV)
• At age 5 years, almost two-thirds of children
watched TV for between 1 h and 3 h daily, with
15% watching for ≥ 3 h.Very few (<2%) did not
watch any TV... boys’ levels of TV and games
exposure were higher than girls’.
• Boys were more likely than girls to show
abnormal levels of problems.
The study concludes that “there is a need for
more detailed data to explore risks of various
forms of screen time, including exposure to
screen violence. In addition, studies should
further examine the associated child and family
characteristics which appear to account for most of
the simple associations between screen exposure
and psychosocial adjustment.” It concludes that
“a cautionary approach to the heavy use of screen
entertainment in young children is justifiable in
terms of potential effects on mental wellbeing,
particularly conduct problems, in addition to
effects on physical health and academic progress
shown elsewhere.”
The way in which this study was reported in hte
continued from P1
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violent video games increase aggressive
thoughts, angry feelings, physiological arousal
(e.g., heart rate, blood pressure), and aggressive
behavior. Violent games also decrease helping
behavior and feelings of empathy for others. The
effects were observed for males and females of
all ages, regardless of what country they lived
in. “
Prof Bushman said that “Although researchers
have learned a great deal about violent media

media was often inaccurate, and
often confusing. David Kleeman
President, American Center for
Children and Media, described the
problems with media coverage of
scientific studies well in his blog.
Barbara Biggins

As he says “This week, we’ve seen OAM
Hon CEO
a prime example of how the race for
a catchy headline or the editorial
bent of a journal can influence how research is
characterized in the press. Depending on which
sources parents follow, they can come away
anxious or reassured (or, likely, confused) by the
same data!”

He contrasts the BBC News which headlined its
article “TV Time Does Not Breed Badly Behaved
Children.”, with the tabloid Express, which went
for the sensational: “Too much television turns
children into monsters, British study finds”, and
in the US The Atlantic, which got quite specific:
“Study: Kids Who Watch 3+ Hours of TV More
Likely to Lie, Cheat Later” and, in the subhead
referenced “a slightly increased risk of becoming
bullies by second-grade.” A gaming website
claimed “Video Games: Better Than TV For
Kids?”
In Australia, even the Royal Institute, in its
weekly newsletter seemed to be having a bet both
ways. RIAus variously headlined it as “Dangers
of Children’s TV”; “Kids antisocial behaviour
largely unaffected by watching TV”; “TV ups
antisocial risk in kids” and “A UK study has
confirmed that five year olds who watch three or
more hours of television per day only marginally
increase their risk of behavioural problems”.
Yes, the media need to get it right more often.
And parents have a right to access to reliable
reviews of research that can help them
understand the impacts of media experiences
on their children so that they can guide them to
postive rather than negative. ACCM is the only
agency trying to fill that role in Australia. But
when there’s not sufficient understanding of
the harms, nor of the potential benefits of access
to quality media, confusion, funding support
languishes, and parents lose out.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/davidkleeman/grasping-at-elephants_b_2965359.html.
http://adc.bmj.com/content/early/2013/02/21/
archdischild-2011-301508.short
effects, additional research is still needed to address new and important questions, particularly
given the rapid evolution of the technology” His
report lists those questions, and also covers other
insights into the causes of youth violence such as
peer rejection, comparative criminology, familiy
influences on violent behaviour, and gunpolicy
and youth.
http://docs.house.gov/Committee/Calendar/
ByEvent.aspx?EventID=100483
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

Blades, M; Oates, C; Li, S (2013)
Children’s recognition of
advertisements on television and on
Web pages.
Appetite, Vol. 62, Pp 190-193
Folkvord, F; Anschutz, DJ; et al (2013)
The effect of playing advergames that
promote energy-dense snacks on actual
food intake among children.
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vol.
97, No. 2, Pp 239-245
Ward, Sue (2012)
Dirtgirl world: Corporate social
responsibility and ethical consumption
in the world of children’s television
programming.
Media International Australia, Issue: 145, Pp
29-38
Hammond, D; Daniel, S; White, CM
(2013)
The effect of cigarette branding and
plain packaging on female youth in the
United Kingdom.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 52, No. 2,
Pp 151-157
Kelly, B; Baur, LA; et al (2013)
Views of children and parents on
limiting unhealthy food, drink and
alcohol sponsorship of elite and
children’s sports.
Public Health Nutrition, Vol. 16, No. 1, Pp
130-135
Besbaruah, N; Brunt, A (2012)
The influence of cartoon character
advertising on fruit and vegetable
preferences of 9- to 11-year-old children.
Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior,
Vol. 44, No. 5, Pp 438-441
Grenard, JL; Dent, CW; Stacy, AW; (2013)
Exposure to alcohol advertisements and
teenage alcohol-related problems.
Pediatrics, Vol. 131, No. 2, Pp E369-E379
Diaz-Ramirez, G; Jiminez-Cruz, A; et al
(2013)
Effect of the exposure to TV food
advertisements on the consumption of
foods by mothers and children.
Journal of Pediatric Gastroenterology and
Nutrition, Vol. 56, Suppl. 1, Pp86-88

COMPUTERS & INTERNET

Jones, LM et al (2013)
Online harassment in context: Trends
from three youth Internet safety surveys
(2000, 2005, 2010).
Psychology of Violence, Vol. 3, Sp. Iss. SI, Pp
53-69
McLelland, Mark (2012)
Australia’s ‘child-abuse material’

legislation, Internet regulation and the
juridification of the imagination.
International Journal of Cultural Studies,
Vol. 15, No. 5, Pp 467-483
Whittle, H; Hamilton-Giachritsis, C; et al
(2013)
A review of online grooming:
Characteristics and concerns.
Pp62-70
A review of young people’s
vulnerabilities to online grooming.
Pp135-146
Aggression and Violent Behavior, Vol. 18,
No. 1
Festl, R; Scharkow, M; Quandt, TA;(2013)
Problematic computer game use among
adolescents, younger and older adults.
Addiction, Vol. 108, No. 3, Pp 592-599
Smith, Marshall (2013)
Youth viewing sexually explicit material
online: Addressing the elephant on the
screen.
Sexuality Research and Social Policy, Vol.
10, No. 1, Pp 62-75

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION
Bowers, AJ; Berland, M (2013)
Does recreational computer use affect
high school achievement?.
Educational Technology Research and
Development, Vol. 61, No. 1, Pp 51-69

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH

Oliver, M; Schluter, PJ; et al (2012)
Body size, physical activity, and
exposure to television in preschoolers.
Open Journal of Preventive Medicine, Vol. 2,
No. 3, Pp 239-245
Christakis, DA; Garrison, MM; et al
(2013)
Modifying media content for preschool
children: a randomized controlled trial.
Pediatrics, Vol. 131, No. 3, Pp 431-438
Grecu, Corina (2013)
The new generations and the addictions
to technology.
European Journal of Science and Theology,
Vol. 9, Suppl. 1, Pp 99-110
Valkenburg, PM; Peter, J (2013)
Five challenges for the future of mediaeffects research.
International Journal of Communication,
Vol. 7, Pp 197-215

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL

Halim, ML; Ruble, DN; et al (2013)
Four-year-olds’ beliefs about how
others regard males and females.
British Journal of Developmental Psychology,
Vol. 31, No. 1, Pp 128-135

Harrison, Cathie (2012)
Watching the children watching Play
School: Indicators of engagement, play
and learning.
Australasian Journal of Early Childhood, Vol.
37, No. 4, Pp44-50
Marsh, Jackie (2012)
Children as knowledge brokers of
playground games and rhymes in the
new media age.
Childhood - a global journal of child research,
Vol. 19, No. 4, Pp 508-522

VIDEO & COMPUTER GAMES

Hellman, M; Schoenmakers, TM; et al
(2013)
Is there such a thing as online video
game addiction? A cross-disciplinary
review.
Addiction Research & Theory, Vol. 21, No. 2,
Pp 102-112
Hasan, Y; Begue, L; Bushman, BJ (2013)
Violent video games stress people out
and make them more aggressive.
Aggressive Behavior, Vol. 39, No. 1, Pp
64-70

VIOLENCE

Ostrov, JM; Gentile, DA; et al (2013)
Evaluating the effect of educational
media exposure on aggression in early
childhood.
Journal of Applied Developmental
Psychology, Vol. 34, No. 1, Pp 38-44
Miller, LE; Grabell, A; et al (2013)
The associations between community
violence, television violence,
intimate partner violence, parentchild aggression, and aggression in
sibling relationships of a sample of
preschoolers.
Psychology of Violence, Vol. 2, No. 2, Sp. Iss.
SI, Pp 165-178

EVENTS

My story my content
Short film competition for
Australian students
Three categories:
• Primary school
• Secondary school
• Tertiary
http://mystorymycontent.com
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WORLD NEWS
Mothers biggest social media users
Women with children living at home are
prime targets for marketers, making many
household purchase decisions and also
spending significant amounts of time with
media.
A report on the US eMarketer website
estimates that, at the end of 2012, mothers
were significantly more likely to be internet
users than the average American, at 94.5%
vs. 75.7% of the overall population. Nearly
34 million mothers use the web on at least
a monthly basis, a number that is likely to
increase in coming years.
More than eight in 10 of these women use
social networking sites at least once per
month, with three-quarters using Facebook
specifically. That makes mothers keener
social networkers than Generation Xers
http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Moms-Still-Make-Social-Priority/
1009749#0reH8CstD8Rgigr7.99

Violent video games a risk factor for
criminal behavior
Iowa State University researchers say there
is a strong connection between violent
video games and youth violence and delinquency.
A study published in Youth Violence and
Juvenile Justice shows a link between video
game violence and real world violence
among high risk juvenile offenders, even
after controlling for a host of other variables.
The researchers examined the level of video game exposure for 227 juvenile offenders in Pennsylvania. The average offender
had committed nearly nine serious acts of
violence, such as gang fighting, hitting a
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parent or attacking another person in the
prior year.
The results show that both the frequency
of play and affinity for violent games were
strongly associated with delinquent and
violent behavior.
http://yvj.sagepub.com/content/11/2/132

Apple removes Sweatshop game
Gamasutra.com reports that Apple has
removed a mobile game from its iOS App
Store on the grounds that its portrayal
of an “uncomfortable” theme violates its
guidelines. Sweatshop HD, based around
the theme of running a sweatshop, has
been removed by Apple - citing references
in the game to clothing factory managers
‘blocking fire escapes’, ‘increasing work
hours for labour’, and issues around the
child labour as reasons why the game was
unsuitable for sale.
The company previously removed the
mobile game Phone Story from its App Store
in 2011, on the grounds that it depicted
child abuse and “crude content.”
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/
news/189014/Sweatshop_game_too_
controversial_for_Apple.php

Screen-Free Week
The US based Campaign for a CommercialFree Childhood is once more running the
annual Screen-Free Week. Families schools
and communities are asked to take part by
pledging to turn off TV, video and mobile
games, and other screens they use for entertainment between 29 April and 5 May.
To read more, go to :
http://www.commercialfreechildhood.org/

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs
screened on TV during the period
ABC 1 (afternoon only)
Ace Day Jobs; My Great Big Adventure;
Play School; Connie the Cow; Zoo Mix;
Planet Sketch; Majority Rules; Five
Minutes More; Pat and Stan.
ABC 2
Florrie’s Dragons; Maya the Bee; Laura’s
Star; Igam Ogam; Miffy and Friends;
Bookaboo; Blinky Bill; Timmy Time; Joe
& Jack; Mr Moon; Kingdom of Parimithi;
Iconicles; Sesame Street; The Hive;
Olivia; Peppa Pig; Pingu; Gaspard and
Lisa; The Koala Brothers; Postman
Pat; Tinga Tinga Tales; Fifi and the
Flowertots; Rastamouse; The Magic
Roundabout; Little Charley Bear.
ABC 3
Animalia; Spliced!; Kid vs Kat; Dennis
and Gnasher; Erky Perky; Tracey
McBean; Flipper and Lopaka; Barney’s
Barrier Reef; BTN Extra; Rush TV;
YooHoo and Friends; Sally Bollywood;
Double Trouble; Lockie leonard;
Gawayn; M.I. High; Bugged; You’re
Skitting Me; Malcolm; On the Edge; The
Avengers.
SEVEN
Saturday Disney.
NINE
Bubble Guppies; Dora.
TEN
Me and My Monsters; Totally Wild; Scope.
NICKELODEON
Team Umizoomi; Peter Rabbit; Max and
Ruby; Bubble Guppies; Rocket Monkeys;
Drake & Josh; Dora the Explorer.
DISNEY
A.N.T. Farm; Good Luck Charlie; Pair
of Kings; So Random; Kickin’ It; Austin
& Ally; Mind Over Maddie; Stitch!; H2O
Just Add Water; Wizards of Waverly
Place; Phineas and Ferb.

